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In this paper we are concerned mainly with the sine-Gordon equation
(0.1) Ufr+sin u = 0, u = u(ξ, v)
and the equation of Pohlmeyer-Lund-Regge [18], [24]
(0.2)
 Utv (ulZ)
+«tc+«.p t = ( K
sinu
In part I of this paper we construct multi-soliton solutions of these equations
and some related nonlinear equations. In part II, we construct quasi-periodic
solutions by using the abelian integrals. We also discuss the following relation
between these equations (0.1), (0.2) from a view-point of the theory of algebraic
curves: if z;=const. in (0.2), then (0.2) reduces to (0.1). We show that this
reduction corresponds to fixed point free involutions of hyperelliptic curves.
We explain briefly the background of this work. Multi-soliton solutions
are a class of exact solutions characteristic of nonlinear equations solvable by the
inverse scattering method. Several methods of constructing multi-solition
solutions are given (see, for example, [22], [29]). A typical class of nonlinear
differential equations solvable by the inverse scattering method is the class of
nonlinear differential equations for (MxM)-matrix-valued functions Uj(x,y, £),
0<j<m— 1, vk{x,yy t), 0<k<n—l which admit the so-called Zakharov-Shabat
representations
(0.3) E ?
β 0 ujD^-d/dy, Σ7-o vjD'-didt], D = didx
where u
m
, v
n
 are non-singular constant diagonal matrices [29]. The Korteweg-
de Vries (KdV) equation, the Boussinesq equation, the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili
equation and the nonlinear Schrϋdinger equation are examples of equations in
this class. Hereafter we call this class the Zakharov-Shabat systems. The
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class of nonlinear equations equivalent to the Lax representations
όt
is a subclass of the Zakharov-Shabat systems.
Periodic and quasi-periodic solutions are studied as a periodic analogue of
multi-soliton solutions (see, for example, Dubrobin-Matveev-Novikov [11]).
In these studies connection with the theory of Riemann surfaces (algebraic
curves) was found via spectral theories of linear operators used in the inverse
scattering method. Kricheber [16] extended this connection with the theory
of Riemann surfaces to the Zakharov-Shabat systems without using the spectral
theory explicitly and gave an unified view-point for quasi-periodic solutions of
the Zakharov-Shabat systems. This connection between the theory of quasi-
periodic solutions of the Zakharov-Shabat systems and the theory of Riemann
surfaces is further formulated in algebro-geometric languages (see, for example,
Drinfeld [10], Manin [20], Mumford [23]).
The crucial role in this connection is played by functions Φ(x,y,t,p)
which as functions of (x, y, t) are simultaneous solutions of two linear operators
in the Zakharov-Shabat representation (0.3) and as functions on Riemann surfaces
have essential singularities at prescribed M points. The forms of singularities
depend on the orders of linear operators in (0.3). These functions Φ are
constructed by using the theory of abelian integrals. Such a construction goes
back to Baker [3] and Akhiezer [2].
This connection, on the one hand, suggests a direct method of constructing
multi-soliton solutions of the Zakharov-Shabat systems. Namely, multi-
soliton solutions are obtained by applying the above construction to rational
algebraic curves with double points. Such an algebro-geometric method is
given by Kricheber [16] and Manin [20] (see also [7]).
The equations (0.1), (0.2) are not included in the Zakharov-Shabat systems.
The equation (0.1) is the integrability condition of the following pair of linear
differential equations
(0.4)
where λ is a parameter ([1], [31]) and the equation (0.2) is the integrability con-
ditions of the following pair of linear differential equations
±( cosu(
2λ\—exp (iaήs'mu — COSM
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where
(0.6) a = z(exp (zω) sin u)$j2 cos u
 y ωg = v% cos uβ cos
2
 (u/2),
λ is a parameter and α* denotes the complex-conjugate of a ([18], [24]). The
main difference from the Zakharov-Shabat systems consists in the point that
coefficients of the linear equations (0.4), (0.5) depend on a parameter rationally
(For the Zakharov-Shabat systems, the parameter appears linearly as a spectral
parameter in the case of the Lax representations.). This makes the procedure
of the inverse scattering method complicated. Quasi-periodic solutions of
(0.1) are discussed by Kozel-Kotlyarov [15], Its [21] and Cherednik [4,5]. In
these results it is shown that quasi-periodic solutions of (0.1) correspond to
hyperelliptic curves of the forms
(0.7) w2+az Π Jli(*-*y) = 0
where a is a constant. In [15], it is shown that a parameter λ in (0.4) is related
to the meromorphic function z on the Riemann surfaces of these curves (0.7) by
the relation X=z1/2 by using the pair of linear differential equations (0.4). In
[21], simultaneous solutions of linear differential equations of the form (0.4) are
constructed by using abelian integrals on the Riemann surfaces of curves (0.7).
In this construction simultaneous solutions are two-valued on these surfaces and
the parameter λ is related to the meromorphic function z by the realtion \--z1/2.
In part I of this paper we generalize the method of Kricheber and Manin to
equations (0.1), (0.2) and some related nonlinear equations and give explicit
formulae of multi-soliton solutions by this method.
In part II, we construct quasi-periodic solutions of (0.1), (0.2) by combining
a method similar to that of Kricheber [16] and fixed point free involutions of
hyperelliptic curves. We also give an explanation of the appearance of two-
valued functions in [15], [21].
The contents of this paper is as follows. In section 1 we formulate the
method of Kricheber and Manin for constructing multi-soliton solutions of the
Zakharov-Shabat systems as given in [7], Next in section 2 we explain a gene-
ralization of this method to a class of nonlinear differential equations which is
proposed by Zakharov-Mikhailov [28] and Zakharov-Shabat ι[30]. This class
consists of nonlinear differential equations of the integrability conditions of
pairs of linear differential equations of the following forms
(0.8) Φ* = U(ξ, v, λ)Φ , Φ
v
=V(ξ,Vy\)Φ, Φ = Φ(ξ,v,\)
where Φ, U> V are (MxM)-matrix-valued functions and U, V are rational
functions of a parameter λ whose poles are independent of (£, y). The equa-
tions (0.1), (0.2) are examples of equations in this class. We construct multi-
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soliton solutions by constructing functions Φ(ξ, ηy λ) which turn out to be
simultaneous solutions of equations of the forms (0.8) by simple characterizations
as functions of λ. By this method we construct multi-soliton solutions of (0.1),
(0.2) and the equation of the classical massive Thirring model
iu
r]+2v+2\v\
2
u = 0
1
 ' ivs+2u+2\u\2v = Q
in section 3. Multi-soliton solutions of the equation of the Toda lattice, which
is a typical example of nonlinear differential-difference equations solvable by
the inverse scattering method, are also constructed by this method in section 3.
In section 4, quasi-periodic solutions of the class of nonlinear differential equations
of the integrability conditions of pairs of linear differential equations
where Φ, Mh Nj are (2 X 2)-matrices and λ is a parameter, by using the theory
of abelian integrals on hyperelliptic curves. As a particular case of this con-
struction, we obtain quasi-periodic solutions of (0.2) in section 5.
Quasi-periodic solutions of (0.1) are constructed in Section 6 by introducing
fixed point free involutions of hyperelliptic curves. We also explain the ap-
pearance of two-valued functions on Riemann surfaces in [15], [21] from our
viewpoint, at the same time discussing a reduction of the equation (0.2) to the
equation (0.1). Finally in section 8 we discuss the condition on Riemann surfaces
to make our solutions real-valued. For that purpose we employ the concept of
symmetric Riemann surfaces, which is introduced by Klein as the Riemann sur-
faces that correspond to real algebraic curves and developed by Weichold [26].
After the completion of the present work, a paper of Cherednik's [6] was
published, in which quasi-periodic solutions of equations expressed as the
integrability conditions of linear equations like (0.8) are considered, but the
reductions by involutions in this paper nor the concept of symmetric Riemann
surfaces are not discussed there.
Some of results in this paper are announced in [7], [8], [9].
Throughout this paper for a matrix c, c* denotes the complex-conjugate
matrix of c.
The author expresses his deep thanks to Professor S. Tanaka, who con-
stantly advised and encouraged the author during the preparation of this paper.
Part I. A direct method of constructing multi-soliton solutions
1. The Zakharov-Shabat systems
In this section we review the method of Kricheber and Manin for con-
structing multi-soliton solutions of the Zakharov-Shabat systems in a manner
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given in [7].
We consider (MxM)-matrix valued functions F{x,y, t} X) of the following
forms
(1.1) F(x} y3 t, X) - (ΣJ-o XiFj{x) yy ή) exp (xXP+yQ(X)+tR(X))
where N is an arbitrary positive integer, λ £ C , P is a non-singular constant
diagonal matrix with entries pj and Q(X)y R(X) are diagonal matrices with
entries ^(λ)=Σ?=o qjkX\ qjk^C, rj(X)=^UorjkXk> rjk<=ΞCy respectively.
Let aly •••, aN, βly •••, βN be mutually distinct complex numbers such that
all possible expressions Σ f = i Σ7=i vjkpjk, ^jk^{ajy βj), j=ly •••, N, pjk<= {ply
'">PM} are mutually distinct and C1} •••, CMi Cj=(cjab) be arbitrary constant
matrices.
Proposition 1.1. There exists a unique function Φ{x)yJtίX) of the form
(1.1) that satisfies the following conditions
(1.2) FN = I.
(1.3) Φ(x, y, t, ctj) = Φ(x, y, t, βj)Cj, j=l,-,N.
Proof. By condition (1.2), we can denote as
&(x, y, t,) λ = (λ^+Σf-t \%(x, y, t)) exp (x\P+yQ(\)+tR(\))
where / is the identity matrix. The conditions (1.3) are equivalent to the
following system of linear equations for unknowns Φk(x,y, t)=(Φkab(x,y, t)),
a,b=l,-,M,k=:0,-,N-l:
Σfc? Φ*{«* exp (xajP+yQ(ctj)+iR(aj))-βkj exp (xβjP+yQ(βj)+tR(βj))Cj)
= -af exp (xajP+yQ(aj)+tR(aj))+β!J exp (x
j=l, -,N.
This system splits into M systems of linear equations for Φk ab{x,y,t), k=Q,
-,N-ί,b=ί,-,M:
ΈU Σίί i Φk,aΛ<xϊΦj)^-βkMβj)cJM)
{
 '
 }
 = -a?eJ(aj)δ
Λ
+ffieJiβ,)cJtΛ, j=l, - , N, c=ί, - , M
where e
a
(\) = txp (x\p
a
J
ryq
a
(X)-i-tr
a
(X)). The coefficient matrices of these
systems which are labeled by α = l , •• ,Λf are the same. The determinant of
the coefficient matrix is a linear combination of
By our assumptions on ajy βjy these functions of x are linearly independent.
Consequently the determinant does not vanish identically as a function of x.
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Therefore the coefficients Φj(x3y3 t), k~0y -",N— 1 are uniquely determined.
Q.E.D.
REMARK 1.2. i) The conditions (1.2), (1.3) are suggested by the method of
Kricheber and Manin.
ii) For our arguments, we need only the fact that the coefficient matrix of
the system (1.4) is non-singular.
Next we derive a pair of linear differential equations which the function
Φ(x3y3 t3 λ) satisfies.
Proposition 1.3. The function Φ(x, y313 λ) satisfies the following pair of linear
differential equations
Σ7-o uj(x, y, t)&Φ = (9/9y)Φ , ΣJ.o vj(x, y, t)D*Φ = (djdήΦ
where Uj (resp. Vj) are determined by the equations
Σ7-o uj Σί-/ jCtDt-'ξ*-, = Σ"-/ ξj-βj > /=0, - , m ,
(resp. Σ;=o vy Σί-/ jCJV'^, =Σ5-/ fi-Λ , /=0, - , n)
ξj=ΦN_j and Qj, Rj are constant diagonal matrices of order M with entries qkjy
rkjy respectively.
Proof. First we note that the system of linear equations
(1.5) ΣJU uj Σi-/ A^-'f*-/ = Σ7-/ ξj-βj, /=o, - , «
is uniquely solvable. For the coefficient matrix of this system is similar to a
triangular matrix whose diagonal entries are 1. Consider the function
F(χ,.y, t> λ) = ΣyU Ui&Φ-
Since functions Uj(x,y,t) are determined by the equations (1.5), the function
F(x, y, t, λ) has the form
F{x, y, t} λ) = (ΣJW \sFj(x, y, ή) exp (x\P+yQ(X)+tR{\)).
This function satisfies the relations
F(x, y, t, aj) = F(x, y, t, βj)Cj, j=l, ..., N.
By the argument in the proof of Prop. 1.1. and the fact that in this case the
coefficient of λ^ is zero, we see that Fj satisfy the system of linear equations
(1.4) in which the right hand side is set equal to zero. Therefore we have
2^=0. Q.E.D.
Theorem 1.4. [Σ*-o u^-djdy, Σ5_
o
 v^-djdt]^^ that is, we have a
Zakharov-Shabat representation.
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Proof. By Prof. 1.3., we have
Σ ?
= o
 VjDί-dldt]Φ = 0 ,
The operator on the left hand side is a linear ordinary differential operator
with respect to x and does not contain a parameter λ. The kernel of this
operator contains one parameter family Φ(x, y} t, λ) and consequently infinite
dimensional. Therefore this operator must be identically zero. Q.E.D.
The Lax representations are drived as follows.
Corollary 1.5. If Q(ctj) = Q(βj), / = 1 , •••, N, the functions ujf vk are inde-
pendent of y and we have
Ey-o u,D>, Σy=o vjD>-dldt] = 0
Proof. If Q((Xj)=Q(βj)> we can cancel qb{(Xj)=qb{βj) ° n the both hand
sides of (1.4) and the resulting system is independent of y. Thus Φky and
consequently ujy are functions independent of y. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.6. // Q(aj)=Q(βj), R(aj)=R(βj), j=h - , # , the functions
ujy vk are independent of y, t and
holds.
REMARK 1.7. For scalar cases (Λf=l), the assumptions on α, , βj are sim-
plified. We only require that ajy βj are mutually distinct. The coefficient
matrix of the system (1.4) is the wronskian of functions (of x)
fj(x) = exp (ajX+yQ(aj)+tR(ctj))-cj exp {βjx+yQ{βj)+tR{βj)),
where we put p=l without loss of generality. This wronskian does not vanish
identically, because we have the following.
Proposition 1.8. If the wronskian of analytic functions Fj(x)yj=l, -- ,n, of
x vanishes identically, then functions Fj are linearly dependent.
Proof. There exist a natural number m(l<m<n— 1) and^Ί, •- ,j
m
(<ri) such
that the wronskian of Fjl9 •••, Fjm does not vanish at some point x=x0 and for
all i
u
 •••,// (l>tn-\-l) the wronskians of Fiχy •••, Fi{ vanish identically. By
renumbering the indices, we put jι=\> "',j
m
—nt. The functions F
u
- ,F
m
form a fundamental system of solutions of the linear ordinary differential
equation L(F)=w(F, F
u
 •••, F
m
)=0 in a neighborhood U of x0 where w(F, Fly
•••, F
m
) denotes the wronskian of functions F, F
u
 -"yFm. By the choice of m,
we have L(Fk) = 0> k>m-\-ί. Therefore Fk{k>m) are linear combinations of
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F
u
—,F
m
 in U. By analyticity, these linear relations hold in the whole domain
of definition of Fj. Q.E.D.
Corresponding to various choice of P, ζ?(λ), i?(λ), we obtain various
Zakharov-Shabat, or Lax, representations. We give an example.
EXAMPLE i) For Λf=l, <2(λ)=λ2, R(X)=X3+b\, i e C , we have
[D2+u-dldy, D3+(3ul2+b)D+v-d/dt] = 0
where
This operator equation is equivalent to the following system of nonlinear equa-
tions for u, v,
3uy = 4 vy—3uxx,
vy—ut = vxx—uxxx—Zuuxβ—bux .
By elminating v, we have the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation
3uyyl4+(-ut+but+uxxxl4+3uuxl2)t = 0.
In other words, we have a solution u= — 2(d/dx)ΦN.1 of the Kadomtsev-
Petviashvili equation by the above construction for the choice £?(λ) = λ2,
R(\)=Λ3+b\.
ii) The Korteweg-de Vries equation is derived as follows. In the con-
struction in i) we put βj=— ajy j=l, β ,iV and i = 0, then Q(aj) = Q(βj),
y = 1, •• ,Λ/r. By Cor. 1.5., we conclude that u{x} t)= — 2(dldx)ΦN_1(x, t) is a
solution of the KdV equation
ut~3uuxj2—uxxx = 0.
Next we show that solutions constructed in this way are the same as N-
soliton solutions obtained by the inverse scattering method. We show this
for the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation.
By Cramer's formula and u=—2(dldx)ΦN_lf we have
u = 2(d2/dx2) log w(f
u
 .-,/„)
where ffay, *) = exp (ajX+cήy+(cή+baj)t)-Cj exp (βix+β)y+{β) + bβi)t\
j=ίy m ,N and w{fl} * ,/JV) is the wronskian of functions fly •• ,/w of x. By
direct calculations we have
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where *(λ)=exp (\x+\2y+(\3-\-b)ή). Introducing notations £(λ)=Π/=i (λ—
<x, ), 'g—dgjdX, we can rewrite the above expression as
= UU e(aj) Π^ f l>^i (aa~ab) det[δ jk- —
Thus we have
u{x,y, t) = 2 ^ log d e t [ δ , t - ^ — | | g exp {(/?.-α.
+{β)-a)+bβj-baJ)t}].
From this expression, we see easily that our solutions are identical with iV-soliton
solutions.
2. A generalization of the method in Section 1
In this section we explain a generalization of the method described in
Section 1. to a class of nonlinear equations of the integrability conditions of
pairs of linear differential equations (0.8). To simplify the arguments, we
assume that functions U, V do not have poles at oo.
We aim to construct (MxM)-matrix-valued functions Φ(ξ, η, λ) which
turn out to be simultaneous solutions of pairs of linear differential equations of
the following forms
*e = (27-1 Σίio — ^ MJh(ζ, v))Φ ,
φ, = (27-1 Σίio - ^ — 4 Njk(ξ, V))φ
(x—aj)
where tn9ru ~ ,rm are fixed positive integers and au—,am are fixed mutually
distinct complex numbers.
We consider (ΛfxM)-matrix valued functions of the following forms
(2.1) F(ξ, v, λ) = (F0+Σ7-i 7^—Fg, v)) ϊ Γ ^
(Λ, — Λ,j) (X—dj)
where N is an arbitrary positive integer, λi, β ,λjv a r e arbitrary mutually dis-
tinct complex numbers and fjk(ξ, η) are (MxM)-matrix-valued smooth func-
tions of (ξ, η). We intend to single the function Φ( | , η, λ) out from functions
of the form (2.1) by the conditions
Φ(ξ,V,μJ)cJ = 0, j=l,-,MN
where μlt •••, μMN are mutually distinct complex numbers and cu •• ,cMN are
contant vectors. These conditions are equivalent to a system of linear equations
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for unknown coefficients Φy(|, η),j=l, •••, N of
Φ(ξ, v,x) = (/+Σ7-1 rArφ>(*' '» e χP (Σ^ 1 Σίio-^—/,*(!?, v)) •
We assume that the coefficient matrix of the system is non-singular as a
function of £(or η). This is an assumption on μk9 ck for fixed λ ; , fjk> ak.
Though to express this assumption explicitly in terms of μkJ ck is difficult in
general, we can write down this assumption explicitly for each special case which
we discuss later.
If this assumption is satisfied, then the function Φ(ξ, η, λ) is uniquely
determined.
Further by an argument similar to that in Section 1, we can show that
the function Φ(ξ, η, λ) satisfies the pair of linear differential equations of the
form
Φa = (Σ7-i Σ ί i o T - ^ - T Ϊ Mjk(ξy V))Φ,(2.2) ( λ 7 ' 0
φ, = (Σ7-i Σίio — ^ Njβ,
 v
))φ
(X—aj)
where Mjk{ξy η), Njk(ξ> v) are rational functions of elements of (9/9£)/; *(f, v)y
(dldv)fjk(ξ,v),Φj(ξ,v).
In this way we can construct solutions of nonlinear equations of the inte-
grability conditions of pairs of linear differential equations of the form (2.2).
3. Construction of multi-soliton solutions
In this section we construct multi-soliton solutions of (0.1), (0.2) (0.9) and
the equation of the Toda lattice by the method explained in Section 2.
3.1 The sine-Gordon equation.
Let N be an arbitrary positive integer a
v
 -",aN be mutually distinct com-
plex numbers such that α, φ — akf j , k= 1, •••, N and cl9 ~ ,cN be arbitrary
complex numbers.
We consider functions Φ
n
{ξ, 97, λ), w=l, 2 of the following forms
(3.1) Φ
n
(ξ,
 η
, λ) = ( λ ^ + Σ ^ o 1 Φnj(ξ, V)\j) exp (2
Lemma 3.1. There exist unique functions Φ
Λ
;(?> Vy λ), w=l, 2 of the form
(3.1) that satisfy the conditions
(3.2) Φ
n
(ξ,
 Vy aj) = {-\γ-ιCjΦn{ξy v, aj), y = l , - , N, n = l , 2 .
Proof. Conditions (3.2) are equivalent to the following systems of linear
equations for unknowns φ
nj(ξ, y), j=l, • *,ΛΓ, labeled by n=l,2:
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Σt-o1 {a) exp (2-V(α^+α7S))+(-l)%(-α y)* exp (-2-H(a£
(3-3),, +ccj1v))}φ
κl!(ξ,v)
= - α ? exp (2~ιi{
ajξ+aJ
1
v)+{-l)"cJ(-ajYt exp (-2-H(a£+a7lv)),
j=ί,-,N.
The determinants of the coefficient matrices of these systems are constant
multiples of the wronskians of functions (of ξ)
/„(£) = exp (l-Hictjξ+afvV+i-φj exp (-2" 1 i(a i fH-αJ^)), j=l, ••; N.
By Prof. 1.8. and assumptions on ajy these wronskians do not vanish identically
Q.E.D.
REMARK 3.2. We can put the above argument to fit in with the argument
in Section 2 by defining (2 X 2)-matrix-valued function Φ(ξ, η, λ) by
, x) = (Φl{ξ> v'λ)
Then the conditions (3.2) are written as
Φ(ξ, V, aj)'(l, cj) = 0, Φ(ξ, v, -ajYiCj, 1) = 0, j=\, -,N.
As in Section 1, we can show that the function Φ(ξ, ηy λ) satisfies the
linear differential equations (0.4) in which the coefficients are given by
(3.4) Uξ = φitN-i—φ2 N-i, exp (iu) = φi>o/φ2,o
In this way, we have
Theorem 3.3. The function u=—ilog (φ10lφ20) is a solution of the sine-
Gordon equation (0.1).
Next we show that solutions we have constructed are identical with iV-
soliton solutions of (0.1) obtained by the inverse scattering method. We denote
the coefficient matrices of the systems (3.3)M by An. Using the Cramer's for-
mula, we have
(det Λ)φio = ( - 1 Π Π 7 - 1 ctj) det A2, (det A2)φ20 = (-l)"(Π7=i α, ) det A1
and consequently
As in Section 1, we can rewrite det A
n
 as
det A
n
 = exp {Σ"-i 2-1i(ajξ+a71v)} Π^«>*>i (aa-ab)x
4 ^
g(ak)
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Using these expressions, we can identify our solutions with ΛΓ-soliton solutions
obtained by the inverse scattering method.
Our solutions are complex-valued in general. Real-valued solutions are
obtained in the following way. We choose a
u
 •••, aN,cu ••-,£# so that for a
suitable permutation σ of {1, "
 yN}> a*=—aσ(j), c*=— cσ^)y 7 = 1 , •••, N
hold. Then using (3.3)
w
, we have φfj=(—l)N+iφ2j. In particular, we have
φ2o=(--l)iVφίo. In view of (3.4), we have a real-valued solution of the sine-
Gordon equation.
3.2. The equation of Pohlmeyer-Lund-Regge.
In this case we consider (2 X 2)-matrix-valued functions Φ(ξ, η, λ) =
(Φjk(ξ, Vy λ,)) of the following forms
f-ol φιj(ξ,
(3.5) Φ21(f, v, λ) = (ΣJL-o1 φ2J(ξ9 v)\*) exp
Φi2(f, * λ) - - Φ a ( f , v, λ*)*, Φ 2 2 ( | , 7?, λ) = Φu(f, 7?, λ*)*
where N is an arbitrary positive integer and * denotes the complex-conjugation.
The choice of the form of Φ(ξ9 η, λ) is based on the following observation: if
*(Φi(f , η, λ), Φ2(?, 77, λ) is a solution of the equation with real u, v, then
X-Φ2(ξ, v, λ*)*, Φi(f, 77, λ*)*) is also a solution of (0.5).
Let aι,"',aN be mutually distinct complex numbers such that for all j I m α ;
have the same signature and Cj be arbitrary complex numbers.
Lemma 3.4. There exists a unique function Φ(ξ, 77, λ) of the form (3.5) that
satisfies the conditions.
(3.6) Φ(ξ,v,aj)l(l,cJ) = 0, j=h-,N.
Proof. The conditions (3.6) are equivalent to the following system of
linear equations for unknowns φ
nj{ξ, η), n—\, 2, j=0, •••, N—l:
a
1? exp (2-\a£+ajlv)+'Z33 eή exp p-'ίfaf+αj 1?))^?,
 v
)
= -cj Σ K a) exp {-2-H{
ajξΛ-afri))φ2k{ξ, η)*
Σfcb1 α* exp (2-V(«yf+aγη))φ2k{ξ, v)
= ey α? exp ( - Z - ^ α ^ + α j ' ^ + o Σϊ-"o «> exp {-2-H{a£+aj\))φlk(ξ, v)}*
In matrix notations this system is written as
Γ EA CE-iAΛu » * .
I C * ^ * " 1 ^ ! * —E*A* ^ l 0 > ' Ψ1,N-U 920, "•", ψ2,N-l)
= -'(aΐeia^ -,c£e(aN), cf(af)Ne(af)y -9c%(a%)Ne(a%)
where 4^ is the (iVχiV)-matrix with (/, Λ)-elements α*"1, £, C are diagonal
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matrices of order N with entries e(oCj), cjy respectively and e(\)= exp (2~\\ξ-\-
λ"
1
^)). The coefficient matrix of this system is similar to
0
'
ιAA*~xΛ
- E * J .
We show that the matrix E+CE-1AA*~1E*~2C*A*A~1 is non-singular. First
we have
-
1
 = E[I+(CE-2AA*~λ)(CE-2AA*-λ)*]
By direct calculations, we have
(3.7) AA*'1 = GBH
where B is the (iVxiV)-matrix with {j, &)-elements (<x, —a*)" 1 and G, H are
diagonal matrices of order N with entries ΠT-i (ctj—ctf), Π7-i
 ;^j(ccf—ccf)
respectively. On the other hand by using Lagrange's interpolation formula, we
have
(3.8) (BG^H)-1 = B*GH* .
Using these relations (3.7), (3.8), we have
E+CE-1AA*~1E*~2C*A*A-1 = E{GBG*+CGE-2B(CGE~2)*}HB*H*
The matrix ±i (GBG*+CGE~2B(CGE-2)*) is the Gram matrix of functions of
x
fj(x) = '(1, cj exp (—iicCjξ+af η))) exp (±ajx), j=l, —, N on [0, oo).
Therefore under our assumption on ajy this Gram matrix is non-singular and
consequently our coefficient matrix is non-singular. Q.E.D.
By an argument similar to that in Section 1, we see that the function
Φ( | , 77, λ) satisfies the following linear differential equations
(3.9)
IΦ j 1 /IΦiol2— IΦ20I2 2ΦioΦ*o
Comparing (0.5) with (3.9), we put
(3.10) cos 11 = ( I φ 1 0 1 2 - IΦ2012)/( IΦ1012+ I φ 2 0 1 2 ),
exp (iω) sin u = -2φf 0φ 2 0/( | φ 1 0 1 2 + I φ2012)
Then we have
exp (2ιω) = φfoφ2o/ΦioΦ*o ,
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On the other hand, by comparing the coefficients of exp (2~1i(\ξ-\-\''1η)) of
(3.9), we see that the relations
(3.11) i(9/9f)φio = -ΦΪ,N-U Φ20, i(
hold. Using these relations, we have
(3.12) G>£ = 2 " 1 ( | φ 1 0 | 2 - \φ2θ
Combining (3.10) and (3.12), we have
2ωξ cos2 (w/2)/cos u = φ2,N-iφiolφ2o+Φ*N-iφ*olφΐo .
Again using (3.11), we have
2ω
ξ
 cos
2
 (t//2)/cos u =ί(9/9£) log (-φ%lφ20) -
Similarly we have
2ω
η
 cos
2
 (iί/2) - 1(8/817) log (-Φ%lφ2o).
In view of (0.6), we have
Theorem 3.5. The pair of functions
u = arccos (
v
 | φ 1 0 1 2 - | φ2012)/( | φ 1 0 1 2 + | φ20\2)), ^ = 2 arg ( φ 2 0 ) + ^ 0 , ^o^Λ,
is a solution of (0.2).
REMARK 3.6. For N=l, a1=dexρ(i8)f c1=r exp (iy)f we have
u = 2 arcsin [sin δ/cosh {(dξ—d~ιη) sin δ+log r}],
In view of the relations
θ = 2'Hι, M = 2-h)t tan2 (u\2), λ, = - 2 - χ tan2 («/2)
where ^, λ are variables used in Lund [18], our solution is the same as the
one-soliton solution of (0.2) given by Lund [18]
Restricting the choice of α ; , c} so that for a suitable permutation σ of
{1, —,N) the relations
hold, we have
φfj = Φu > φ*y = Φ2J
That is, we have a solution of the sine-Gordon equation
3.3. The equation of the massive Thirring model.
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This equation (0.9) is the integrability conditions of the linear differential
equations
\u\2dξ)u,b=expl\ \u\2dξ)v ([14],
[17]).
In this case, we consider (2 X 2)-matrix valued functions Φ(ξ, ηy λ) =
(ΦJk(ξ,η,\)),
«M£, m λ) = (Σff-i Φυ(ξ, v)^'1) exp (i{\2ξ+X~2v)),
(3.14) Φ 2 2 ( | , *, λ) = (1+Σ7-1 Φ2j(ξ, v)^2i) exp (t(\2ξ+\-2v)),
Φπ(f, 7, λ) = Φ22(ξ, v, λ*)* , Φ21(f, 7 , λ) = - Φ 1 2 ( ? , v, λ*)*
where Λ^  is an arbitrary positive integer.
Let aly " ,aN be mutually distinct complex ^numbers such that for all j\
Im a j have the same signature and cl9 •••, cN be arbitrary complex numbers.
As in the preceding subsection 3.2., we have
L e m m a 3.7. TY r^e &mto ^ unique function Φ(ξ, η, λ) o/ the form (3.14)
satisfies the conditions
Φ(ξ,
v
,aj)'(\,cj) = 0, j=l,-,N.
Further the function Φ(ξ, ηy λ) satisfies the following linear differential
equations
(3.15)
Comparing (3.13) with (3.15), we put
(3.16) exp (2i £ | u21 dζ) = φJφ2N , exp (2i J J II 12Jf)« - φ n .
On the other hand, by comparing the coefficients of X2N in (3.15), we have
(3.17) (dldξ)φ2N
Using (3.16) and (3.17), we conclude
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Theorem 3.8. The pair of functions
U(ξ, η) = φ2N(ξ, η)lφ1N{oo9 η) , v(ξ, η) = φ1N(ξ, η)φ2ι{ξ>
is a solution of the equation of the massive Thirring model (0.9).
REMARK. 3.9. For ΛΓ=1, a^dexp (iδ)> c1==r exp (iγ)> we have
u = -id sin (2δ) exp {—2i(d*ζ+d2η) cos (28)—ίγ}
Xsech {2(d2ξ-d-2
v
)sin(2δ)-logr+iS} ,
v = id"1 sin (28) exp {~2i(d2ξ+d~2
v
) cos 28-17}
Xsech {2(d2ξ-d-2
v
) cos2δ-logr-iδ} ,
which is the same as the one-soliton solution of (0.9) given by Kuznetsov-
Mikhailov [17] and Kaup-Newell [14].
3.4. The equation of the Toda lattice.
The equation of the Tada lattice is the following:
{l)Q
n n
, ( l )
n
 p(Q
n1Qn)V(Qn-Qn+ι), n<=Z
or
(3.18) {d\dt)a
n
 = 2a
κ
{K+ι-bn), (djdt)bn = 2α.(β.-β._1)
where
a
n
 = 4"1 exp {V\Q
n
_
x
-~Q
n
)} , b
n
 = -2-ψ^ .
This equation is the compatibility conditions of the following linear equa-
tions
(3.19) LΦ = (λ+λ- χ )Φ , M = (d/dήΦ , Φ = {Φj
(LΦ)
n
 = Φ.+x+ft.Φ.+α.-iΦ.-!,
(MΦ)
n
 = Φ
Λ+1+M>»-tf«-iΦ*-i
where λ is a parameter ([13], [19]).
In this case we consider sequences of functions Φ
n
(t, λ), n^Z, λ G C of
the following form:
(3.20) Φ
n
(tf λ) = λw(λ"+Σ7=Γo φnj(t)\ϊ) exp Wλ-λ" 1))
where N is an arbitrary positive integer.
Let a
u
 "-yaN be mutually distinct complex numbers such that α^Φαi"
1
,
j , k=\y " ,N and cly " >cN be arbitrary complex numbers.
Lemma, 3.10. For each n^Z, there exists a unique function Φ
n
(t,X) of
the form (3.20) that satisfies the conditions
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(3.21) Φ
n
{t, a,) = CjΦ
n
(t, aj1), j=l,-,N.
Proof. The conditions (3.21) are equivalent to the following system of
linear equations for unknowns φ
nJ(t),j=O, » ,N— 1;
fc>1 {«Γ* exp (tiaj-aj^-cjaj"-" exp (-ίfo-αj1))}*.**
= -cή*' exp (t{aj-aγ))+cjajI'-n exp (-^α.-αj 1)),
The determinant of the coefficient matrix of this system is a linear combination
of exp {Σ7-i±*(tf/—^J1)} a n d the coefficients of exp {Σ7-i *(#,— ctj1)} is not
zero. Therefore the determinant does not vanish identically as a function of t.
Q.E.D.
By an analogous argument as in Section 1, we see that the sequence of
functions {Φ
n
(t)} satisfies the linear equations (3.19) with coefficients
a
n — φn+l,θlΦn,O > K = φn,N-l — φn+l,N-l
Thus we have
Theorem 3.11 The sequence of functions
a
n = Φn+l,θlΦn,O > K = φ
n
,N-\ — φn+\,N-l
is a solution of the equation of the Toda lattice (3.18).
We put
D
u
(t, x) = det [f
n
(t, x), - , Λ + ^ ί , x)]
where ffa x) = \f
ιk{t, * ) , . - , fNk(t} x))9
fjk{t> x) = a) exp (t(aj—aj^+arf-cjaj* exp {-t{aj-af)+ajlx).
Then by Cramer's formula, we have
*.,*_! = det ([/„, -,f
n+N-2,fn+N](t, 0))/2).(ί, 0) = ((6/8*) log Z).)(ί, 0).
On the other hand by direct calculations, we have
D
n
{t, x) = exp (27.x ίfo-αj^+sβαy) Π^
a
>iki (a.-at)E.(t, x)
EJt, x) = det[8jt—£&£-&£) exp {-t^j+^-a
a? -akg(ak)
where ^(λ)=Π7-i (λ-α ; ), g=dg/d\.
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Thus we have
a
n
 = (E
n
E
n+2IEξ+1)(t, 0 ) , K = ((9/9.) log (EJEn+1))(t> °)
In this way, we see that our solutions are identical with iV-soliton solutions
obtained by the inverse scattering method.
Real-valued solutions are obtained by restricting the choices of ajy Cj so that
for a suitable permutation σ of {1, •••, N} the relations
af = a
σ
(j), cf = c
σ(j) j = l , •••, N
hold.
Part II. Quasi-periodic solutions
4. Construction of quasi-periodic solutions
In this section we construct quasi-periodic solutions of a class of nonlinear
differential equations of the integrability conditions of pairs of linear differential
equations
where Φ, Mjy Nj are (2 X 2)-matrix valued functions and λ is a parameter, by
modifying the method of Kricheber for the Zakharov-Shabat systems [16].
A generalization of our method to the class of equations proposed by Zakharov-
Mikhailov [28] and Zakharov-Shabat [30] is straightforeward.
4.1. Construction of Φ(ξy ηyp).
Let R be the Riemann surface of hyperelliptic curve μ2-\-α Πyί~i2(λ—λy)—0,
α = constant, λyφλ*(/φ&), λyΦO of [genus g. Denote by />y(resρ. qj) the
points on R whose projections on Riemann sphere CP1 by λ are °o(resρ. 0). As
local parameters around ^ ; (resp. ^y), we take λ-1(resp. λ). Let δ = d1-\ -f
dg+1(dj^R) be an effective divisor on R such that /(δ—p, ) = 1,7=1, 2, where
for a divisor δ' on R 1(8') denotes the dimension of the vector space L(Sf) of
meromorphic functions for which ( / ) + δ ' are effective divisors, (/)=the divisor
defined by/. Further let fj(ξ, λ)=Σ?=o/, *(£)λ* and
 gj(v, X)=ΈUogjk(v)χ-k,
j=ly 2 be smooth functions of ξ, η with/y(0, \)=^.(0, λ)=0.
First, we have
Theorem 4.1. For given δ, fjy gjy there exist unique functions Φj(ξ, v>P)y
j=ly 2 on R with the following properties, parametrized by (ξ, v)^U where U is
a neighborhood of O G J R 2 depending on δ andfh gj.
i) Φy are meromorphic on R— {ply p2y qiy q2} and whose pole divisors are δ,
ii) aroundpk(resp. qk)y Φ y exp (—fk) (resp. Φ y exp (—gk)) a r e holomorphic and
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(Φjexp(-fk))(pk)=SJk.
Proof. OnR we take a canonical homology basis ah bjy \<j<g and let
cθjl<j<g be the normalized basis of abelian differentials of the first kind on
R'J \ ωk—δjk F° r distinct points p,q^R let ωpq be the normalized differential
v a j
of the third kind that has single poles at p, q with residues 1,-1 respectively.
Further let ω/y(resp. ωg.) be the normalized defferential of the second kind
with poles only at ^>y(resp. qf) of the forms (9/9#)./>(f, z)dz (z = X~ι) (resp.
At first we assume that the functions Φy with the above properties exist.
Then d log Φy are abelian differentials on R. The location of their poles are
as follows: at dk(l<k<g-{-\) poles of first order with residues — 1 , at/>*(&= 1, 2)
poles of the forms {(9/9*}/i(f, z)+(l-8jk)z-1}dz (z=\-1), at qk(k=l,2) poles
of the forms {(dld\)gk(y, λ)}rfλ, at zeros pJk(ξ, v) (l<l<g) of Φs poles of first
order with residues 1, and there are no other poles. Therefore dlogΦj are
written as
(4.1) dlog Φj = Σ L i (<ofl+a>ti)+J$-i coPjι^v),dι+δj2ωPidg+1
with CJI^LC. Since Φy are single-valued functions on R, we must have
1 dlog Φj = 2πimJk, I dlogΦ}- = 2πinjk, k=ίy •••,£
Jak Jbk
with tnjk, Πjk^Z. From the first relations we have cjl = 2πimjl. From the
second relations and the reciprocity law for differentials of the first and the
third kind, we have
2πinJk = Σ/-i \ (ω^+ω^ )+2τr/Σf-i \ " ωk+2πi8J2 \ ' ωk
Jbk Jdj Jdg + i
where τjk= \ ωk. Thus the divisor pn(ξ, v)-\ \-pjg(%> v) formed by the
J bj
zeroes of Φy are the solutions of the following Jacobi's inversion problem on R:
i \ ®i> —» Σ3/»i \
J i^ o J ίo *
(4.2) = (F. ['\
(mod.Γ)
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where Fk~ — (27r/)"12/=i I (α>/ +ω*), p0 is a fixed point on R and Γ is the
lattice in Cg generated by the columns of period matrix (Ig, T), r=(τjk).
Now we proceed to the construction of Φy. Since under our assumptions
on δ, /y, gj the Jacobi's inversion problems (4.2) are uniquely solvable for
(ξ, η) in a "neighborhood of Oe/ί2, we determine the divisors pji(ξy 7?)+"" +
pjg(ξ, v)y J = l , 2 by solving (4.2). Next define abelian differentials ψ y by the
right hand sides of (4.1) with />,/(£, v) determined as solutions of (4.2), then
the functions exp ί I ^yj/expίl ' ψA have the properties i), ii). Q.E.D.
Next we express the functions Φ ; in terms of theta functions and abelian
integrals on R. First by our assumption on δ there exist unique functions
φi(resp. φ2) that belong to L(S—p2) (resp. L(δ—px)) and φj(pj)=l. We write
(Φi)==δ1+/>2—δ, and ((j>2)=:&2jrpi—δ, then δx and δ2 are effective general divisors
of degree g. We define the mapping to: R-*J(R)=CgIΓ (=the Jacobian variety
coj p^R and extend this mapping
to the divisor group linearly. We denote this mapping by the same notation
to. By using this notation the above Jacobi's inversion problems are written as
«>(P/i(£> V)+-+Pjg(ξ, V)) = F+w(8j), j = l , 2
where F=(Fly •••, Fg). Next we define
J P CP(ωfj—fjdz), ^ . = lim I (ωgj—gjd\) .
, Po P+Pj JPQ
On the other hand, for effective general divisors of degree g δ 1 =
δ2=*i+" + ^ on i?, we have
5-1 = έ/ lOg
where #(#), u^Cg is the Riemann theta function on R defined by
@(u) = Έlmeίzg e x P {2πiutm-\-πimτtm)
and K is the Riemann's constant vector
(4.3) K = (K
u
 -,Kg) , Kj = 2-\Ί+j^ ω > -Σί- i J «>jωt
where Yj are the starting points of bjt Using this fact, we have the following
expressions of the functions Φ ; :
(4.4) Φj(ξ, v,p) = exp {ΣLi [P (ωfk-wpk)+ΣlLι \ (<»gk-Wgk)}φj(P)
J P
a
 J pn
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4.2. Derivation of linear differential equations.
Here we derive a pair of linear differential equations with respect to ξ and
which the function φ = ί ( φ 1 , Φ2) satisfies.
Let the expansions of Φy around pk(resp. qk) be
Φ y = exp (£(£, λ))(ΣΓ-o *„.,(?, v)\~l), α y M =-- Sjk
(resp. Φ y=exp (gh(η, λ))(Σ"-o βjk.β, vW))- Then the expansions of (8/9f )Φ,
around pk are
(d/dξ)Φj =
- exp
We want to determine the functions rnjkl(ξ, η), j , k=\> 2, /=0, ---jm so that
the expansions of {djdξ)Φj—ΣLi (ΣΓ-o \ιmjk i)Φk around pk have the forms
exp (/^XΣΓ-I hjkι{ξ, η)X~ι). These requirements are equivalent to the follow-
ing system of linear equations for unknowns fnjkι(ξy v):
ΣΓ-/ ΣS-i *n».JXt*..-ι = ΣΓ-i ((9/9f)Λ.)αy*..-/, /=0, •••,«, , ft= 1,2
or in matrix notation
(4.5) ΣΓ-ι ^ « , - ( = Σf-/ <*,-MPW)f.). '=0, - , «
where M
s
 = (mjks), as=(ajkfS) and / s are the diagonal matrices with entries
/is> Λs Matrices M
s
 are uniquely determined in decreasing order of s from
this system, since ccjk)0=Sjk. Consider the functions
These functions belong to L(p
n
(ξ, η)-\ \-pjg{ζ>v)) a n d vanish at pi% Since
the divisors pji{ξ, η)-\ \-pjg(£>v) are general for (ξ,v)<^U, the functions
are identically zero forp^R, (?,
Next we consider
Proposition 4.2. TAe matrix (βjk,o) is non-singular.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a number c(ξ> y) such
that
Therefore the function Φ1—cΦ2 has zero at qλ and q2. Consider the function
(Φ 1 -Φ 2 )/λΦ 1 .
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This function belongs to L(p
n
(ξy η)-\ Vpιg{ζy v)— pi)- Since the divisor
Pn(ξ> vh VPig{%> v) i s general, we must have
Φ
λ
 = cΦ2,
which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
The system of linear equations corresponding to (4.5) is
Σ : - ι tf.A-1 = Σl-1 βs-ι((ψv)g
s
), /=0, - , n
where N
s
=(njks), βs={ββjks) and £ s are the diagonal matrices with entries
gsi> g2s- Since by Prop. 4.2, the matrix β0 is non-singular, this system is also
uniquely solvable.
Summarizing, we have
Theorem 4.3. There exist unique functions mjkι(ξ, η), njkJ(ξ, η) independent
such that the equations
Φa = (Σ?-o λ'M)Φ , Φ, = C27.o
hold for p<=R, (f, 97) e U where M,=(mJk§l)9 N^n^j).
5. The equation of Pohlmeyer-Lund-Regge
In this section we construct quasi-periodic solutions of the equation of
the system of Pohlmeyer-Lund-Regge by applying the result in the preceding
section.
We construct the function Φ(ξ, η,p) by putting f
λ
(ξy X)=2~H\ξ, f2(ξ, λ ) =
-2-Hχξ, g
λ
{η, \)=2-1\-HVy g2(v, X)=-2-ι\-ιiη. Then this function Φ(£, 77, p)
satisfies the following pair of linear differential equations
(5.1)
1 Γ /D /D I O /D O O O
Φ-0
2X{β
u
β22-βl2β2ι) L yS21 β22 - βnβ22 •
where ajk=aik>1, βjk=βjk^
Compairing (5.1) with (0.5), we put
COS U = (A1A2+βi2β2i)l(βnβ22—A2A1) ,
,
s 2 . exp (/ω) sin w = -2β2lβ22iφnβ22-βl2β2l) ,
exp (—iω) sin M = 2β
n
β12l(βnβ22-β12β21).
Thus we have
exp (2iω) = — A1A2/A1A2
On the other hand, by compairing the constant terms of (5.1) at y
Λ
 we see that
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the relations
(5.3) ί(9/9£)A* = a12β2k, ί{djdξ)β2k = -a21βlk
hold. Using these relations we have
(5.4) ω
ξ
 = (βnβ22+βi2β2i)(a21βnβi2+a12β21β22)l2βnβ12β21β22.
Combining (5.2) and (5.4), we have
2ω
έ
 cos
2
 (z//2)/cos K - a2ιβnlβ21+a12β22lβ12.
Again using (5.3), we have
2ω
ξ
 cos
2
 (tt/2j/cos */ - i{djdξ) log (/312//321).
Similarly we have
2ω, cos2 (iί/2) = i
In view of (0.6), we have
Theorem 5.1. The pair of functions
(5.5) u = arccos { ( A i ^ + A ^ O / ί A i ^ - A 2 & 1 ) } ,
ϋ = ί log (β12lβ21)+v0, ? ; O G C
ά # solution of (0.2).
REMARK. These solutions are expressed by Riemann theta functions, in
view of (4.4).
6. The sine-Gordon equation and fixed point free involutions
In this section we construct quasi-periodic solutions of the sine-Gordon
equation (0.1) by introducing fixed point free involutions of hyperelliptic curves.
First we describe the actions of fixed point free involutions of compact
Riemann surfaces on one-dimensional homology groups and period matrices,
following Rauch-Farkus [25] and Fay [12].
Let i?i be a compact Riemann surface of genus g
x
 with a fixed point free
involution T. Let R be the quotient of i?! by T. Then by the Riemann-
Hurwitz formula, we have g
ι
=2g~ί where g is the genus of JR.
Proposition 6.1. There exists a canonical basis ajybjy \<j<gx of H^R, Z)
with the following property
Ta
λ
 = a
x
, Tb
λ
 =b
x
, Ta} = aj+g,x, Tbj = bj+g^ , j=2, •••,g .
Let ω} l<j<gi be the normalized basis of abelian differentials of the first
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kind with respect to the above basis ajy bj of Hx(Rly Z); \ ωk=δjk.
Jaj
Then we have
Proposition 6.2. Γ*ω1=ω1, T
:¥
ωj=ωj+g-lyj=2y •••,£. where Γ*ω denotes
the pullback of ω by T.
Therefore we have the followiug relations for τJk= \ ωk.
Proposition 6.3. τj+g_ltk=τJMg_ly τj+g^k+g.1=τjk
τij+g-i — τ\j > Jyk=2,
 yg.
The involution T acts on the Jacobian variety of R
γ
 and this action is ex-
tended to the universal covering space C8* of /(i?i)
T: {ulyu2> —,ug,ug+1, —,u2g-1)-»(u1,ug+u — ,u2g.lyu2y -,ug).
Defining the theta function associated to τ=(τjk) by
θ(u) = Σmez*i exp {Iπin^u-^πim^m), u = (uly •••, ugl)^Cgi,
we have the following "symmetry" of θ(u);
(6.1) θ(Tu) = θ(u).
Now we turn to the construction of quasi-periodic solutions.
Let i?! be the Riemann surface of the hyperelliptic curve μ2+a Π H"i2 (λ—λy)
X(λ+λy)=0, α=const., \jφ\k(jφk), λyφO of genus g1=2g—ί. This curve
admits a fixed point free involution T: (λ, At)->(—λ, —μ) We take a canonical
basis of H
x
(RlyZ) with the property stated in Prop. 6.1.. Let ω^.(resp. ωqj)y
j—1, 2 be the normalized abelian differentials of the second kind that have poles
only at/>; (resp. y^) of the forms 2~ιz~2dzy z=X~ιy (resp. 2~1λ~Vλ). Then the
differentials ωfp ωgJ in Section 4 for fx(ξy \) = 2~1iξXy f2(ξy λ ) = — 2~HξXy
gi(ηy X)=2~1X~Hηy gz(ηy X) = —2~1X~1tη are expressed as
ωfl = —iξωPl, ω/2 = iξωPz, ωgl =—ίηωqχ, ωg2
Lemma. 6.4. ω/>2= — T*ωPχy ω ? 2 = — Γ*ωffl.
Proof. Since Tp2=ply T*ωPl is a normalized differential of the second
kind which has poles only at p2 of the form —2~
ίz~2dzy z—X'
1
. By the uni-
queness of normalized differentials of prescribed poles, we have T*ωPi=—ωPr
Q.E.D.
By putting Ujk = (2m)-1 \ ωPjy Vjk=(2πί)-1 [ ωqp y=l , 2, k=ly ..., 2^-1
Uj = (U
n
, •-, UiM.λ), VJ = (VJ1, - , Vhu.λ), the vector F in (4.4) is ex-
pressed as
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Lemma 6.5. U2= - TUU V2= - TV,.
Proof. By the above Lemma 6.5. and Prop. 6.1., we have
U2k = (2πi)-1\ ωP2 = -(2m)-1 \ T*ωPi= ~{2πϊ)-Λ
Jbk Jbk 4T
ωh, k=l
coPi, k = 2,-,g=-(TU1)k.
ωPi> k=
Q.E.D.
Denote by wPo Wτp0, the mapping defined in Section 4 with base points
p0, Tp0 respectively. Further let KPo, KTp0 be the Riemann's constant vector
(4.3) with base points p0, Tp0 respectively. Then by a similar calculation, we
have
Lemma 6.6. TKPo=KTpo.
We construct functions Φj(ξ,η,p), 7= 1,2 as in the preceding section by
choosing δ such that TS=S. Since Tpi=p2, we have φ2(p)=Φi{Tp). Using
this fact and Lemmas 6.4., 6.5., we have the following expressions for the
functions Φ ; (£, v>P)'
J P rp(ωPi+T*ωp-Wp+wP2)+iη 1 (ωq+T*ωq-wq+wq2)}
Po JPo
x
x
Using these expressions, (6.1) and Lemma 6.6., we have the following
relations
«12 = —«21 , βu = A 2 , βiZ = βil
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Therefore we have ^=const. in (5.5), that is, we have a solution of the
sine-Gordon equation.
In order to recover the linear differential equations (0.4), we put
, Ψ2 = Φ 1 - Φ 2 .
Then the function Ψ satisfies the following linear differential equations
)*+£
— «2j/ 2
On the other hand the quotient of the Riemann surface R
x
 by T is the Riemann
surface of the hyperelliptic curve w2jraz Π ί i (#—λ/)=0 and the projection
R
x
-+R is given by (λ, μ)-+(z, w)=(\2, Xμ). Since the function Ψ^resp. Ψ2)
is invariant (resp. anti-invariant) under Γ, Ψχ(resp. Ψ2) is single-valued (resp.
two-valued) on R. This fact together with the fact that λ is two-valued on R
explain the appearance of two-valued functions in [15], [21].
7. Real-valued solutions and symmetric Riemann surfaces
In this section we construct real-valued quasi-periodic solutions of the
equations (0.1), (0.2) by using the theory of symmetric Riemann surfaces in-
troduced by Klein and developped by Weichold [26]. At first we describe
some of results in [26].
We call a pair (/?, σ) a symmetric Riemann surface when R is a compact
Riemann surface and σ is an anti-holomorphic involution on R.
For a symmetric Riemann surface (R, σ), let R
o
 be the fixed point set of R
by σ. As for the set R—R
o
, we have
Proposition 7.1. Either the set R—R
o
 is connected {in this case the quotient
of R by σ is non-oήentable) or it consists of exactly two connected component*
(in this case the quotient rfR by σ is orient able).
For the latter case we assign the invariant e=-\- and for the former case
e= —. Further let r be the number of connected components of R
o
. In
this way we assign for each symmetric Riemann surface the triple (g, ry ε) where
g is the genus of R.
We call a symmetric Riemann surface (Ry σ) of type (g, r, ε) when the
triple assigned to (R} σ) is (g, r, e).
Proposition 7.2. The range of r is as follows:
i) for type (g, r, + ) , g~r+l=even and 1 <r<g+l,
ii) for type {g, ry - ) , 0<r<g.
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The action of σ on H
x
(Ry Z) is described as follows.
Proposition 7.3. There exists a canonical basis ajy bjy \<j<g of H1(Ry Z)
with the following property.
i) for type (g} rs + )
σaj=—ajy y = l , •••,£,
σbj=—bj, j=ly ~-,r—l,
σb
r+2j=br+2j+ar+2J+1, j=0, —, (#—
bj(j=l> •••, /•—1) αr£ connected components of ROy
ii) yb
bj{j=\y •••, r— 1) #r£ connected components of i?0,
iii) /or ίj#e (^, 0, —)
where a} have no real points (that is, without points σp=p).
Let G>I, •••, ω^ be the normalized basis of abelian differentials of the first kind
with respect to the above basis tf; , δ, . Then we have
Proposition 7.4.
i) For ί # « (g, ry + ) , (JΓ, r, - ) (r>0)
ii) /or ίj#* (^ 0, - )
σ*ω denotes the pull back of ω by σ.
Let rjk = \ ωk and τ = (τjk)9 then for each type Rer is given by the
following.
Proposition 7.5.
i) For type (g,r,+)
jk
 {Q> (j,k)—otherwise.
ii) for type (g, r
s
 —) (r>0)
ly (j} k)=(l, I), l=r, " ,g,
}, (/, k)=otherwise
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iii) for type (g,0,—)
}, (j\ k)=otherwise.
By Prop. 7.5., the theta function θ(u) associated to τ satisfies the relation
for symmetric Riemann surfaces of types (g, ry + ) , (g, 0, —).
On the other hand for symmetric Riemann surfaces of type (g> 0, —), Witt
[27] proved the following.
Theorem 7.6. O/z symmetric Riemann surfaces of type (g, 0, —) ίλertf exist
meromorphic functions f with the property
Since we need functions / in Theorem 7.6. with additional properties in
the construction of quasi-periodic solutions, we reproduce the proof of this
theorem.
First we rephrase the above Prop. 7.3. as follows.
Proposition 7.7. For symmetric Riemann surfaces of type (g, 0, —) there
exists a canonical basis cjy dh \<j<g of H^R, Z) with the following property,
i) for g=even.
o-Cj = cj} j=l,—,g
σd2j = d2j—c2j-ι, σd2j-χ = d2j-λ—c2i, / = 1 , 9"9gβ
ii) for g=odd.
<rcj = Cj> j=h~;g
σdi = d
x
, σd2j = d2j—c2j+1, σd2j+ι = d2j+1—c2j, j = l , •••, (g—\)β .
This is shown by using the fact that the matrix representations of the action
of σ on H
λ
(R9 Z) given in Prop. 7.3. and Prop. 7.7. are equivalent by an el-
ement of Sp(2g, Z).
Let ω'jy 1<7<£ be the normalized basis of abelian differential with respect
to the above basis cjy dj of H^R, Z), then we have
that is, ω'j are real abelian differentials of the first kind. Putting
d)
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we have
Proposition 7.8.
i) for g=even
' 0\k),(kJ)=(2l~l,2l), 1=1,-, gβ.
O, otherwise,
ii) for g=odd
X> (j,k),(k,j)=(2l,2l+l)t l=l,-,(g-l)β,
0, otherwise.
Namely the columns of the period matrix (Igi r') (=a basis of periods of
real differentials of the first kind) of a symmetric Riemann surface of type
(g, 0, —) has the following form
e»-,eg ίθ, g=even
/i, -Jtjt+i+2'1et+u - , Λ + 2 - ^ , ( 1, g=odd
where β; are real vector and fi are purely imaginary vector.
Now we proceed to the proof of theorem.
Lemma 7.9. If ff<r=a=constant > 0, then there exists a meromorphic
function g which satisfies the relation
Proof. If / = const., then we put g=l. In case of /Φconst., we put
g=f+a1/2. Then
f(f+a1/2) = ff+fa1'2 = «1 / 2(/+α1 / 2). Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 7.6. Let q be an arbitrary point on R. We denote
w\q-σq) = A+iB
where w' is defined as in Section 4. by ω .^ Since ωy are real differentials, we
have
w\σq—q) = A—iB .
and consequently, we see that 2A is a period.
Case i) ^^even. By (7.2), A is congruent to a imaginary vector. There-
fore we have
w(q—σq) = iC = purely imaginary.
Determine an effective divosor δ of odd degree >£ by solving the following
Jacobi's inversion problem
w'(δ-(deg S)q) = -2"1(deg h)w\q-σq) = -2~H(άtg o)C ,
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then we have
w'(δ-σδ) = w'(δ-deg δ)q)+w'((deg δ)σ£-σδ)+(deg δ)w'(q-σq)
= -2-H(deg δ)C-2-1i(deg δ)C+i(deg δ)C = 0 .
By AbeΓs theorem there exists a meromorphic funtion / with the property
(/) = δ-«rδ ,
then we have
ffσ = constant.
Suppose that there exists a meromorphic function g with the property
δ-σδ = (g)-σ(g) .
In that case we must have
δ = S'+
σ
8'+(g)
for a suitable divisor δ'. By counting the degrees of the both hand sides, we
have a contradiction. Therefore by Lemma 7.9., we conclude that ff(Γ<0.
Case ii)£=odd.
Determine a divosor δ of even degree >g by solving the following Jacobi's
inversion problem
w'(8-(deg % ) = l-^-l-mάtg 8)B
where f
λ
 is the purely imaginary vector in (7.2). Since deg δ=even, we have
w'(δ-σδ) = α>'(δ-(deg S)q)+w'((deg δ)
σ
q-σδ)+(deg S)w'(q-
σ
q)
= 2-1/1-2-'*(deg δ)β-(-2-1/1+2-1ί(deg δ)β)+(deg S)A+i(deg 8)B
= 0.
Accordingly by Abel's theorem, there exists a meromorphic function / with the
property
δ-σδ = (/).
We have
ff* = constant.
Suppose that there exists a meromorphic function with the property
δ-σδ - (g)~σ(g).
Then we must have
δ = δ'+σδ'+(£)
for a suitable divisor δ'. By AbeΓs theorem, we have
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l-^-l'Hidtg δ)B = α>'(δ-(deg δ)?)
= w'(δ'-2-\deg δ)q)+w'(σδ'-2-\dεg δ)σ?)+2"1(deg δ)w\σq-q)
= 2Rew\δ'-2~\dtg δ)ί)+2"1(deg δ)A-2~H(deg δ)B .
This implies that/i is congruent to a real vector, which is a contradiction. Again
by Lemma 7.9., we conclude that ffσ<0. Q.E.D.
REMARK. In particular, we can take deg δ=g+l.
After these preliminaries, we construct real-valued quasi-periodic solutions.
Let R be the Riemann surface of the hyperelliptic curve
, λyφO.
This Riemann surface admits an anti-holomorphic involution σ\ (λ, μ)—»(\*, μ*).
This symmetric Riemann surface (R> σ) is of type (g, 0, —). We take a canonical
basis ajy bjy l<j<g of HX{R, Z) with the property in Prop. 7.3.. Let ωPp ωqp
Uj, Vj be as in Section 5. Then we have
Lemma 7.10. ω/>2=(σ*ωί l) i iί, ω ί 2=(σ*ω ί l) ί i ί.
Proof. Since σ(pι)=p2y (σ*ω^)* is an abelian differential of the second
kind with pole only at p2 of the form 2~
ιz~2dz, z=\~x. Further by Prop 7.3.,
we have
(
 i \ ί \ Pl)* = 0, k=ί,:;g,
"
 ak ^ σak " ak
that is, (σ^ω^J* is also a normalized differential. By the uniqueness of the
normalized differential of the second kind with prescribed poles, we have ωP2=
(σ*ωPχ)*. Q.E.D.
Lemma. 7.11. U2=Uf, V2=Vf.
Proof. By Prop. 7.3. and the above Lemma 7.10, we have
U
a
 = ( 2 « r ( ωP2 = (2πi)-\\ σ*ωPi)* = (2πi)-\\ ωtι)*
Jbfi J bk J σbjf
= -(2πi)-\\ ωtι)* = [(2mr1(\ ωPι)]* = Uu* . Q.E.D.
Jbfg J bfi
Denote by wPo> wσPo, KPo, KσPo the mapping denned in Section 4. and the
Riemann's constant vector (4.3) with base points pOy σp0 respectively. Then
by a similar calculation, we have
Lemma 7.12. K%=K
vPo.
Let δ be the pole divosir of a meromorphic function/ on R with the pro-
perty in Theorem 7.6 of degree £ + 1 . By examining the proof of Theorem
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7.6., we can choose δ such that 1(8—pj)=l,j=ly2.
Then we have the following expressions of the functions Φy(?, v>P):
+117 I {ω f l-(σ*ω f l)*-w t l+w'ϊ1}]
J σpQ
By using these expressions, (7.1) and Lemma 7.12,. we see that the coe-
fficients βjk have the following forms:
β
u
(ξ, v) = (Ah)-m)-V(qi)-f(p2ME, v),
βu(ξ, v) = (f(p
ί
)-f(p2)yV(q2)-f(ρ2)M, v),
On the other hand by Th. 7.6., we have
Using these relations, we conclude that the inequality
-1 < (βuβa+βMKβuβa-βuβn) < 1
holds and that the function /312//32i has the form
β
ι2jβΆ = r(b(ξ, vTYXξ, v)
with a constant r. Therefore the pair of function
u = arccos {(A1A2+A2Ai)/(AiA2-A2A1)}
v = i log (/?i2/Ai)+^0
is a real-valued solution of (0.2) with a suitable constant v0.
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In the same way real-valued solutions of the sine-Gordon equation are
obtained by starting with the hyperelliptic curve μ 2 +Πf=i(λ—λ ; )(λ—λ*)
X(λ+λ y)(λ+λ]| t)=0, λyφλi, j=tk, χ2.φ(χ*)2, λ ; φ0, which admits a fixed
point free involution T: (λ, μ)—>(—λ, —μ) and an anti-holomorphic involution
σ: (λ, μ)->(\*, μ*). Since T1 and σ commute, the constructions in Section 6
and the present section are compatible.
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